
SINGLE-STEP CLEANING & DEODORIZING
Use for cleaning any hard surface (other than glass) with 
microfiber cloths or mops. For near-perfect, residue-free 
cleaning, use one cloth to clean and a second, dry cloth to wipe 
dry. Add 1oz of Soil Break for increased detergency.

POST-CLEANING DEODORIZING OR SANITIZING
Apply after cleaning for a rinse and wipe-free deodorizer or 
sanitizing solution. Simple prepare the solution as directed above, 
without the addition of any other additive.  Apply heavily enough 
to stay wet for 3 minutes, and air dry.
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MOLD & MILDEW STAIN & ODOR ELIMINATOR
Mix and apply to any hard (siding, decking, patio furniture) or 
semi-porous (sheetrock, concrete, cedar fencing) surface with 
visible signs of mold/mildew. Add 1oz of Soil Break for increased 
detergency & vertical surface cling.

CLEANING BADLY STAINED TOILET BOWLS
Fill bowl to maximum volume without flushing. 
Drop in toilet bowl.

REDUCTION IN MICROBIAL BIO-BURDEN
Use without Soil Break for rinse-free disinfection of any hard 
surface. 

A power�l and convenient produ� for genera�ng ready-to-Use
Chlorine Dioxide on loca�on at any jobsite.

A safer, more convenient size for �eaning contra�ors, s�ool cu�odians,
auto detailers, animal care & shelter providers. 

WASHING TOBACCO FROM WALLS & TRIM
Mix and apply to any interior hard surface caked with the tar or smoke 
residue from tobacco or canabis. Add 8oz of Soil Break for increased 
detergency & vertical surface cling. Wash with microfiber cloths and mops 
after dwell-time.

PRE-TREATING ODOROUS CARPETS 
For application to badly odorous carpets, curtains, upholstery ahead of wet 
extraction with Synergy Capture. Add up to 4oz of Soil Break for detergency.

DEODORIZING ROOMS & AUTOMOBILES
Place items to be deodorized loosely into a tote. Add 4oz of water to a 
Synergy Dual-Use Dispenser, add tablet and seal tote. Check for 
colorfastness. 

Developed and Distributed by Synergy Americas, Inc. 
To find or become a distributor contact info@synergy-americas.com

or visit synergy-americas.com.
by

Tablet(s): 1
Water: 4 Gal
Container: Pump Foam-Sprayer
Dwell-Time: 4 minute

Tablet(s): 1
Water: 4 Gal
Container: Pump Foam-Sprayer
Dwell-Time: 10 minute

Tablet(s): 1 to 2
Water: 8 ounces
Container: Re-using Bio-Bomb
or No-NonScent Kits
Dwell-Time: 4 hours

Tablet(s): 1
Water: 2 Gal
Container: Pump Foam-Sprayer
Dwell-Time: 4 minute

Tablet(s): 1
Water: 2 Gal
Container: Pump Foam-Sprayer
Dwell-Time: 10 minute

Tablet(s): 1
Water: 4 ounces
Container: Re-using Bio-Bomb
or No-NonScent Kits
Dwell-Time: 4 hours
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A power�l and convenient produ� for genera�ng ready-to-Use 
Chlorine Dioxide on loca�on at any jobsite.

Tablet(s): 1
Water: 1Ltr or Qt
Container: Pump Foam-Sprayer
Dwell-Time: <4 minute

Tablet(s): 1
Water: 1Ltr or Qt
Container:Trigger sprayer or pail
Dwell-Time: <4 minute

Tablet(s): 1
Water: Varies
Container: Toilet bowel fullest volume
Dwell-Time: Overnight

Tablet(s): 1
Water: 1Ltr or Qt
Container: Pump Foam-Sprayer
Dwell-Time: <4 minute

A power�l and convenient produ� for genera�ng ready-to-Use 
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A power�l and convenient produ� for genera�ng
ready-to-Use Chlorine Dioxide on loca�on at any jobsite.

WASHING TOBACCO FROM WALLS & TRIM
Mix and apply to any interior hard surface caked with the tar or 
smoke residue from tobacco or canabis. Add 8oz of Soil Break for 
increased detergency & vertical surface cling. Wash with 
microfiber cloths and mops after dwell-time.

PRE-TREATING ODOROUS CARPETS
For application to badly odorous carpets, curtains, upholstery 
ahead of wet extraction with Synergy Capture. Add up to 4oz of 
Soil Break for detergency.

DEODORIZING GARMENTS & SPORTS GEAR
Place items to be deodorized loosely into a tote. Add 4oz of water 
to a Synergy Dual-Use Dispenser, add tablet and seal tote. Check 
for colorfastness. 

The Envirotab™ tablet is one of the most versatile products ever created. By simply dissolving it in water, Envirotab™
can generate a powerful decontamination cleaner, a mold/mildew remover, and a deodorizer that actually deodorizes, all in one!

Tablet(s): 1
Water: Varies
Container: Foam, Spray or Dip Pail  
Dwell-Time: <1 minute 1
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